Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Using the communications antenna aboard the NASA Dawn spacecraft, we conducted the first orbital bistatic radar (BSR) observations of a small body at asteroid Vesta at grazing incidence angles during entry and exit from occultations. In this configuration, Dawn's high-gain telecommunications antenna (HGA) transmitted X-band radio waves during its orbit of Vesta, while the Deep Space Network (DSN) 70-meter antennas received the signal on Earth. Dawn's orbital trajectory was designed to ensure that the spacecraft's HGA communications antenna would almost constantly be in the line of sight with ground stations on Earth^[@CR1]^, but on occasion, the spacecraft inevitably passed into occultation behind Vesta---lasting as briefly as 5 min or as long as 33 min. By continuously transmitting basic telemetry data from Dawn's antennas during these events, the opportunity arose to observe surface reflections of HGA-transmitted radar waves from Vesta's surface.

Over the past decades, orbital BSR experiments have been used to assess the textural (and in some cases, dielectric) properties of the surfaces of terrestrial bodies such as Mercury^[@CR2]^, Venus^[@CR3]^, the Moon^[@CR4]--[@CR6]^, Mars^[@CR7],\ [@CR8]^, Saturn's moon Titan^[@CR9]^, and now comet 67P/CG^[@CR10]^. In contrast to most orbital BSR experiments, Dawn's HGA beam intersected Vesta's surface at grazing angles of incidence near 89° and in a microgravity environment with substantial variability in its gravity field^[@CR11]^, leading to a low and variable orbital velocity and hence a more challenging detection of the Doppler-shifted surface echo (hereafter simply referred to as the "surface echo"). While the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), for instance, orbited at \~3,400 m s^−1^ with respect to Mars' rotating surface during its BSR experiment, Dawn orbited Vesta at a relative velocity of only \~200 m s^−1^. A high orbital velocity like that of the MGS results in a large Doppler shift between surface-reflected echoes and the direct signal, which greatly simplifies the need to distinguish the two peaks during spectral analysis. In the case of Dawn's BSR observations of Vesta, however, much shorter averaging time and higher frequency resolution is needed to distinguish surface echoes^[@CR12]^.

Through radar power spectral signal analysis of each surface echo, we assess relative surface roughness at centimeter-to-decimeter scales on Vesta and address its application to understanding the textural evolution of the surface. This is accomplished by measuring the radar cross section *σ* of each area that is illuminated by the radar lobe of Dawn's HGA (hereafter referred to as the "site" or the "echo site"), which quantifies the cross-sectional surface area that---if equally scattering in all directions---would reflect the echo power measured at the receiver. Hence, larger values of *σ* are associated with stronger echoes. In turn, echo strength depends on the roughness of the surface at wavelength scales, the angle of incidence, and the intrinsic reflective and absorptive (dielectric) properties of Vesta's surface material at radar wavelengths. Assuming each surface echo is measured at the same angle of incidence and is reflected from equal surface area, we normalize *σ* to the site of strongest reflection and use estimated dielectric properties of the surface material to assess relative centimeter-to-decimeter-scale surface roughness on Vesta with respect to a given reference site.

Through the comparison of relative surface roughness with estimated surface ages of geologic units based on two crater counting methods^[@CR13]^, we assess the physical processes that shaped Vesta's surface roughness at the same scales as done previously for the Moon (e.g., ref. ^[@CR14]^). In turn, surface roughness provides insight into the shock history of the body^[@CR15]^ and identification of fracturing mechanisms, such as those resulting from thermal erosion caused by diurnal expansion and contraction of volatiles within the surface host rocks^[@CR16]^. The comparison of relative roughness with observations of hydrogen concentration \[H\] from Dawn's Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND^[@CR17]^); with hydrated material distribution from Dawn's Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIR^[@CR18]^); and with surface thermal inertia and associated multi-meter-scale topography modeled from VIR data^[@CR19]^ enable further investigation into the relationship between volatile presence and centimeter-to-decimeter-scale surface roughness. Characterizing the roughness properties of Vesta's surface and of other small bodies is also key to assessing landing, anchoring, sampling, and surface trafficability in future missions^[@CR20]^.

Given the low risk, low operational constraints, and opportunistic nature of the orbital BSR experiment by Dawn, other planetary missions can conduct similar observations even in the case of unlikely major science payload failure. Orbital BSR can also be used to constrain ambiguities associated with surface roughness and, potentially, surface dielectric properties of other small bodies as is proposed for the Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) mission at Ganymede^[@CR21]^. In our study of Dawn's BSR observations of asteroid Vesta, we successfully detect radar echoes from Vesta's surface and find significant variations of radar reflectivity across the surface---where stronger surface echoes suggest smoother surfaces. Unlike the Moon, however, Vesta's surface roughness variations cannot be explained by cratering only---particularly where smoother areas overlap areas of heightened \[H\], suggesting that volatile-involved processes have also contributed to shaping the surface of Vesta.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Observation geometry and measurement constraints {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------

During the BSR experiment at Vesta, the HGA aboard Dawn is used to transmit telemetry data at X-band radar frequency (8.435 GHz, 3.55 cm wavelength) while the three 70-m DSN antennas at Goldstone (USA), Canberra (Australia), and Madrid (Spain)---which have similar receiving characteristics (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})---are used to receive (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})^[@CR22]^. Throughout the Dawn mission, the HGA continuously transmits right-hand circularly polarized (RCP) radio waves with a beamwidth of \~1.6°. The transmission frequency of the HGA is typically driven by the highly stable DSN uplink signal, as this allows for accurate Doppler and range tracking measurements^[@CR1],\ [@CR11],\ [@CR22]^. When the uplink signal is not available---as anticipated in the minutes preceding and following an occultation of Dawn behind Vesta---the transmission frequency is instead driven by an internal auxiliary oscillator on board the spacecraft^[@CR1],\ [@CR22]^. While the onboard oscillator generates too much Doppler noise to be used for gravity science to measure the absolute Doppler shift of the direct signal^[@CR23]^, its frequency is sufficiently stable over the integration time of BSR measurements---a few seconds rather than one minute---to measure the relative Doppler shift between the surface echo and direct signal, which are equally affected by slow Doppler changes. Due to the opportunistic nature of the experiment, the HGA also remains in a fixed orientation pointed toward Earth throughout each BSR observation^[@CR1]^. As a consequence, Dawn's transmitted radio waves scatter from Vesta's surface just before and after each occultation of the Dawn spacecraft behind Vesta, resulting in surface echoes at high grazing incidence angles of \~89°.

The spacecraft's trajectory is also designed to ensure that Dawn's solar panels are constantly illuminated by sunlight. This geometry allows the primary observation instruments to have maximized visibility of Vesta's sunlit surface throughout each orbit^[@CR1]^. As a consequence, while Dawn is in a polar orbit around Vesta^[@CR24]^, the sites intercepted by the spacecraft's HGA beam yield surface echoes at mid-latitudes between 30°S and 45°N (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

In contrast to previous planetary BSR observations performed for large bodies, with incidence angles between \~0° and \~80°, the surface reflections from Dawn's BSR experiment are almost entirely in the regime of forward scattering by which the polarization of a circularly transmitted wave is conserved in major part even after reflection from the target's surface (e.g., ref. ^[@CR25]^). As a consequence, we cannot employ the typical method of measuring the circular polarization ratio to evaluate surface roughness or the dielectric constant from surface echoes, e.g., ref. ^[@CR26]^, and instead develop a method to derive relative surface roughness by measuring the relative strength of reflected power from each echo site.

While DSN station operators record receiver system temperatures as part of standard calibration procedures^[@CR26]^, this information was not included with the raw BSR data set, as these were acquired during the downlink of engineering-only telemetry. Since radar data acquired by the DSN are not calibrated in absolute voltage, we instead calibrate the received power to theoretical received power derived from known orbital geometry, and transmitter and receiver specifications. While each of the 70-m DSN antennas are held to the same measurement requirements (listed in Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), we observe a decrease of \~10% in the direct signal's ratio of measured to theoretical power over the course of a 33-min occultation, and differences in the ratio by as much as 24% from orbit to orbit. Fluctuations in the received power are attributed to variations in the pointing accuracy of the HGA aboard Dawn, since one of the four reaction wheels aboard the spacecraft---used to counteract pointing errors---failed prior to rendezvous with Vesta. We minimize the effect of variable pointing accuracy by measuring the direct signal within a few seconds of the occultation echo observation. A full description of our error analysis is provided in the "Methods" section.

As previously mentioned, in additional contrast to other planetary BSR experiments, Dawn also has a relatively slow orbital velocity (\~200 m s^−1^) with respect to Vesta's surface. Since the relative motions of the target surface, the transmitter, and the receiver determine the Doppler shift that separates surface echoes from the frequency of directly transmitted radar waves, we therefore expect a small Doppler shift from Dawn's BSR experiment at Vesta. As a result, a frequency resolution of a few hertz is necessary to resolve surface Doppler-shifted echoes from the direct signal in the received power-frequency spectra. To optimize the trade-off between signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), frequency drift, and spectral resolution, our final spectra are each averaged over two windows of 2.5-s integration time. Each spectrum is separated by a 1-s time interval in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Orbital BSR observations {#Sec4}
------------------------

Our analysis begins with the calculation of the expected differential Doppler shift between the direct signal and surface reflections. This is compared with the observed differential Doppler shift in the power spectra to confirm the detection of surface echoes. From the power spectrum of each echo, we measure radar cross-sections of Vesta's surface and finally estimate the relative surface roughness of each echo site.

The differential Doppler shift *δf* between the direct signal and surface echo is attributed to the rotation of Vesta and the relative orbital motion of the Dawn spacecraft (see Supplementary Tables [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Following the procedure for planetary BSR experiments^[@CR27]^, theoretical *δf* is calculated for occultation entry of orbit 355. The surface echo is determined to have a Doppler-shifted frequency within \~2-20 Hz of that of the direct signal when considering uncertainties in (1) the ephemeris position of the spacecraft^[@CR28]^; (2) the orbital velocity of the spacecraft due to deviations in the gravity field from the homogeneous model; (3) the precise latitude and longitude of the echo-site center, given the large area that is illuminated by the HGA beam at grazing incidence; and (4) the estimated radius (and subsequent rotational velocity) of the echo site, due to surface topography that is illuminated within the large radar footprint.

The theoretical value of *δf* \~2 Hz is therefore the lower limit of the differential Doppler shift between the surface echo and direct signal, under the assumptions that (1) the position and rotational velocity of the echo site on Vesta are well-represented by a point on the surface, and (2) Dawn's orbital velocity is constant. Our calculation is consistent with the expectation of a small frequency separation due to Dawn's low orbital velocity that is orders of magnitude smaller than observed in typical orbital BSR experiments at larger planetary bodies---such as for the orbital BSR experiment by the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft, which detected radar reflections from the martian surface that were separated by as much as 10 kHz from the received direct signal^[@CR8]^.

Figures [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} show the temporal progression of received power spectra from BSR observations during orbit 355. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, black spectra have the same circular polarization as the transmitted wave, RCP, while gray spectra correspond to the power received with opposite (left-hand) circular polarization, LCP.Fig. 1Typical progression of received radar signal over the course of an occultation. The frequency spectra show power received in the same circular (*SC*) and opposite circular (*OC*) polarization **a** before/after occultation, **b** during entry into occultation, **c** during occultation, and **d** during exit from occultation of orbit 355. All surface echoes during occultation entry are Doppler-shifted to lower frequencies than the direct signal, while all surface echoes during occultation exit exhibit Doppler shifts to higher frequencies than the direct signal Fig. 2Progression of received radar signal throughout entrance into and exit from occultation during orbit 355. Occultation entry **a** spans \~16 s while occultation exit **b** spans \~25 s. Each spectrum is generated from two averages of 2.5-s integrated spectra, corresponding to a total of 5 s of radar data that start at each listed timestamp. Spectra are vertically offset for display purposes, where each successively higher spectrum corresponds to a step forward by 1 s

Figure [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the direct signal prior to occultation at its peak strength of 50 dB relative to the noise level. The presence of measurable LCP power in the direct signal indicates imperfection in the transmitting antenna and the high sensitivity of the 70-m DSN receivers, as the power in LCP is \~2.5% of (\~16 dB below) the power measured in RCP. Panel (b) shows a typical power spectrum during Dawn's entrance into occultation behind Vesta. Most of the direct signal is still visible to the receiver on Earth, while a secondary peak (the surface echo) emerges with a relative Doppler shift *δf* of −12 Hz with respect to the direct signal. The LCP component is now \~28 dB below the RCP peak, potentially because the main lobe of the antenna has become partially obstructed by Vesta's surface.

Panel (c) shows typical RCP and LCP spectra observed amid full occultation of Dawn behind Vesta, and consist solely of receiver system noise. In the final panel (d), Dawn has partially exited from occultation behind Vesta. Most of the direct signal is again in the line of sight with the receiver, while a secondary surface echo peak is observed with a relative Doppler-shifted frequency +9 Hz higher than that of the direct signal. The LCP component is again \~28 dB weaker than the received RCP power, potentially due to partial obstruction of the antenna lobe.

The observed *δf* of −12 Hz during occultation entry is consistent with our calculated range of theoretical *δf* values between \~2 and 20 Hz, where the upper limit of theoretical *δf* is attributed to uncertainties in the precise position and velocity of the spacecraft, and in the location and subsequent radius and rotational velocity of each echo site. Furthermore, the direct signal has a frequency width of \~10 Hz at 31 dB below the peak at full strength, such that the secondary peak of an emerging surface echo is not observable until the direct signal has been sufficiently weakened behind Vesta or when *δf* is greater than half the frequency width of the diminishing direct signal.

This observation is further emphasized in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the progression of RCP power spectra over the course of 16 s during Dawn's gradual entry into occultation behind Vesta during orbit 355. The lowest plotted spectrum is the same as that of panel (a) in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, showing the direct signal prior to occultation. With each successive second (indicated by the next higher, vertically offset spectrum), direct signal power decreases as the HGA boresight passes behind Vesta's horizon, while reflections from the surface emerge at a lower frequency until the topmost spectrum at which point the spacecraft is completely obscured by Vesta; only receiver noise is detected. Figure [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the same temporal progression for occultation exit. The lowest spectrum shows the first moment of observable surface echo after occultation, and progresses to the top spectrum at which point the direct signal is fully in the line of sight with the receiver.

Another consequence of radar reflections at high grazing-incidence angle is that the polarization of the transmitted RCP waves are conserved in the forward-scatter direction (e.g., ref. ^[@CR25]^). Since surface echoes do not contain a measurable LCP component, their spectra are excluded from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. For reference, plots of the received null LCP power spectra are provided in Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} during entry and exit from occultation of orbit 355.

In total, 20 cases of surface echoes are detected at mid-latitudes, 14 of which (1) reflect from sites with minimal topographic variability, and (2) are sufficiently distinguishable from the direct signal to allow for characterization of the surface's scattering properties in these regions. The radar-illuminated sites of the 14 echoes are plotted in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} on an equirectangular projection of Vesta's surface. High-resolution images of the smoothest and roughest observed echo sites are provided in Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Fig. 3Comparison of BSR results with observations by the GRaND and VIR instruments aboard Dawn. Map **a** shows the distribution of relative radar cross section interpolated between echo sites and overlain upon an equirectangular projection of Vesta's surface; **b** shows subsurface \[H\] to a depth of a few decimeters^[@CR17]^; **c** shows the distribution of hydrated material at the surface^[@CR18]^; and **d** shows the surface's thermal inertia and multi-meter-scale topography modeled from VIR thermal observations^[@CR19]^. O's and X's mark locations where BSR surface echoes have been detected during the associated orbit number

Vesta's surface radar properties are explored hereafter using the forward-scatter radar cross section *σ* with units of km^2^. This parameter quantifies the cross-sectional surface area of a perfectly isotropic scatterer that would reflect the same echo power that is measured at Earth. For a given acquisition geometry, *σ* depends on the surface's dielectric and roughness properties at the radar wavelength, and is determined from the ratio of received echo power to transmitted power^[@CR12]^. Typically, *σ* is normalized to the surface area illuminated at each echo site (*σ* ^0^) and directly compared with backscatter measurements from other observations of the target surface (e.g., ref. ^[@CR29]^) or of other planetary bodies. However, due to the ambiguity associated with topographic shadowing effects at grazing incidence and lack of directly comparable measurements in the forward-scattering regime, each *σ* measured at Vesta is instead assumed to have (1) approximately equal area illuminated during echo reflection, and (2) approximately equal power incident on the surface at 89°. Forward-scatter *σ* is then normalized to *σ* ~max~, i.e., that of the site with maximum observed echo power. The resulting differences in relative forward-scatter radar cross sections (*σ/σ* ~max~) are then used to infer variations in roughness at centimeter-to-decimeter scales across the surface of Vesta.

Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting distribution of (*σ/σ* ~max~) on Vesta, where the reference site for *σ* ~max~ * = *3588 ± 200 km^2^ is located northwest of Caparronia crater (occultation exit of orbit 406). Values of (*σ/σ* ~max~) range from --16.3 ± 0.5 dB at the site of weakest measured echo power, to zero dB at the *σ* ~max~ reference site. The intrinsic reflective and absorptive (i.e., dielectric) properties of Vesta's surface material, as estimated from Dawn's VIR observations, are found to be constant throughout the upper regolith in X- and S-band^[@CR30]^. For our sites which have minimum topographic variability, changes in (*σ/σ* ~max~) are therefore attributed to spatial variations in surface roughness at centimeter-to-decimeter scales across Vesta. Radar echoes received from smoother sites reflect strongly in the forward direction and hence exhibit the strongest measured power in the regime of forward scatter, whereas weaker echoes are observed when reflected from rougher surfaces^[@CR12]^. Echo sites with the highest (*σ/σ* ~max~) ratios (*blue* in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) therefore correspond to the smoothest observed surfaces on Vesta and sites with the lowest ratio (in *red*) represent the roughest observed surfaces. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} contains measurements of (*σ/σ* ~max~) for all surface echoes, including brief descriptions of the terrain associated with each reflection site^[@CR31]^.Table 1Forward-scatter radar cross sections *σ* of Vesta's surface measured at each echo site from high-incidence BSR surface reflectionsOrbit no.Occultation date & stageTime at receiver HH:MM:SS (UTC)Surface echo location (Lat., Lon.)Terrain^[@CR31]a^ *σ* (km^2^)^b^ *σ/σ* ~max~ (dB)35524 DEC 2011 Entry3:47:09(25°S, 13°E)Rheasilvia smooth terrain (rst)1361 ± 19--4.2 ± 0.235524 DEC 2011 Exit4:20:19(43°N, 115°E)Northern cratered trough terrain (nctt)823 ± 16--6.4 ± 0.337728 DEC 2011 Exit5:26:29(46°N, 173°E)nctt262 ± 15--11.4 ± 0.340602 JAN 2012 Exit13:11:48(40°N, 149°E)nctt3588 ± 2000(reference value^b^ for the site with maximum surface echo strength)40702 JAN 2012 Entry17:06:36(26°S, 346°E)rst1124 ± 17--5.0 ± 0.340702 JAN 2012 Exit17:38:17(39°N, 87°E)Dark material near Arruntia crater280 ± 12--11.1 ± 0.352123 JAN 2012 Exit16:21:05(38°N, 104°E)nctt1539 ± 27--3.7 ± 0.359706 FEB 2012 Exit15:10:12(29°N, 328°E)Lavinium Dorsum156 ± 13--13.6 ± 0.464415 FEB 2012 Entry6:10:47(7°S, 204°E)Marcia crater ejecta782 ± 21--6.6 ± 0.364415 FEB 2012 Exit6:27:29(29°N, 247°E)Saturnalia Fossae84 ± 8--16.3 ± 0.571929 FEB 2012 Entry0:39:44(0°N, 148°E)Octavia crater971 ± 87--5.7 ± 0.571929 FEB 2012 Exit0:45:13(13°N, 156°E)Cratered highlands near Aricia Tholus2369 ± 115--1.8 ± 0.372029 FEB 2012 Entry4:59:51(7°S, 86°E)Divalia Fossae3012 ± 43--0.8 ± 0.272029 FEB 2012 Exit5:10:37(13°N, 118°E)Cratered highlands2080 ± 42--2.4 ± 0.3^a^Smaller values of the forward-scatter radar cross section *σ* are attributed to weaker radar reflections from Vesta's surface. Weaker radar reflections suggest rougher surfaces at the scale of centimeters to decimeters^b^The largest radar cross section *σ* ~max~ was measured from surface echoes located northwest of Caparronia crater, which is therefore the smoothest observed echo site at centimeter-to-decimeter scales. Decreasing values of (*σ/σ* ~max~) are associated with progressively rougher surfaces at centimeter-to-decimeter scales

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

Vesta is presumed to have been largely depleted of volatiles during its differentiation^[@CR24]^ but recent observations by Dawn's GRaND and VIR instruments suggest the potential introduction of hydrated material through meteoritic impacts^[@CR17],\ [@CR32]^. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of (a) the spatial distribution of relative forward-scatter radar cross section (*σ/σ* ~max~)---inversely proportional to centimeter-to-decimeter-scale surface roughness---with (b) the distribution of \[H\] measured by GRaND at a depth of a few centimeters to decimeters^[@CR17]^; (c) the distribution of hydrated surface material by VIR^[@CR18]^; and (d) thermal inertia and multi-meter-scale topography modeled from VIR thermal observations^[@CR19]^.

All echo sites within ±28° latitude from the equator have (*σ/σ* ~max~) \> --7 dB, \[H\] \> 0.015% and overlap regions with hydrated surface material, suggesting that the smoothest observed terrains at centimeter and decimeter scales (relative to the smoothest reference site, which is observed northwest of Caparronia crater) are correlated with heightened \[H\] near Vesta's equator. While \[H\], in turn, has been correlated with the presence of low-albedo surficial deposits of hydrated material ("dark material")^[@CR17]^, these deposits are proposed to have the mineralogical composition of carbonaceous chondrites^[@CR32]^, which have indistinguishable dielectric properties from that of the surrounding lunar-like regolith---specifically, *ε′* is estimated to be \~2.4 for Vesta's basaltic regolith^[@CR30]^, *ε′* \~2.6 as measured for porous ordinary chondrites^[@CR33]^, and *ε′* \~2.6--2.9 as measured for porous carbonaceous chondrites^[@CR34]^. Hence, the observed correlation of radar reflectivity with \[H\] is due to textural variation and not in the dielectric properties of the surface.

The regolith should otherwise be particularly rough at the centimeter-to-decimeter scale in these geologic units---the cratered highlands, ejecta blankets of Octavia and Marcia crater, ejecta material from Rheasilvia, and Divalia Fossae^[@CR31]^---in the absence of smoothing erosional processes, such as the melting, run-off and recrystallization of water ice after an impact, suggesting the potential presence of subsurface volatiles at these echo sites. The occurrence of heightened \[H\] with rougher surfaces, such as in the northern cratered trough terrain northeast of Caparronia crater potentially results from the following sequence: (1) initial smoothing due to impacts that induce ground-ice melting, run-off and re-crystallization of buried ice; and then (2) subsequent fracturing due to thermal erosion that is caused by the expansion and contraction of remnant volatile inclusions within the breccias and impactites that constitute a large fraction of the regolith's surface and shallow subsurface (i.e., the first meter), due to significant diurnal temperature fluctuations. This hypothesized mechanism is further supported by the observation of gullies and flow features on crater walls from Dawn Framing Camera (FC) images that suggest transitional melting of ground-ice during the post-impact process^[@CR35]^. Above 30°N, roughness is observed to lessen with increasing \[H\], suggesting less fracturing occurring from thermal erosion at higher latitudes, which is consistent with minimal solar illumination at northern latitudes due to seasonal shadowing during Dawn's orbit of Vesta (e.g., ref. ^[@CR19]^).

On the Moon, there is a strong correlation between the surface age of geologic units and their radar backscatter properties, implying that impact cratering is the dominant process that governs the texture of the lunar regolith at centimeter-to-decimeter scales^[@CR36]^. Younger units, especially crater ejecta, are rough at centimeter and decimeter scales due to the presence of shocked and fractured meter- and centimeter-sized fragments from impacts; over time, older cratered surfaces are covered with a layer of fine debris that buries rock fragments, therefore appearing smooth at the surface to radar at centimeter and decimeter scales^[@CR36]^. However, we do not observe the same correlation on Vesta between relative surface roughness and relative surface ages. Williams et al.^[@CR13]^ studied the chronology of Vesta's various geologic units through crater counting methods and developed two models for surfaces ages: one extrapolated from lunar-derived chronology, and the other from models of asteroid belt dynamics. In Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} we plot the approximate surface age of each echo site's geologic unit for each chronology against their observed relative radar cross section (*σ/σ* ~max~) values, but we find no observable correlation of radar scattering properties with surface age, suggesting that cratering cannot be the only process shaping Vesta's surface texture.

The lack of observable correlation between cratering and radar-wavelength surface texture is further evidenced by high-resolution Dawn FC images of Vesta at the sites of strongest and weakest BSR surface-echo reflections---i.e., the smoothest and roughest sites observed by BSR, respectively, at centimeter-to-decimeter scales. Panel (a) of Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows a regional view of the smoothest echo site at 66 m per pixel resolution on the left, and a subset of the echo site at 18 m per pixel resolution on the right. Panel (b) shows the roughest echo site at 62 m per pixel and 22 m per pixel. We do not observe a correlation between surface topography at the scale of meters to tens of meters with the centimeter-to-decimeter-scale surface roughness that is observed by Dawn's BSR investigation.

Together, these observations suggest that unlike the Moon, impact cratering processes cannot solely explain Vesta's surface roughness, and that fracturing arising from subsurface volatile occurrence may have contributed to the formation of the current surface texture. This is further supported by the thermal inertia map of Vesta's surface in Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which also shows no correlation between BSR-derived centimeter-to-decimeter-scale roughness and the multi-meter-scale topography that is derived during the process of thermal inertia modeling^[@CR19]^.

In total, we have identified 10 probable sites for potential shallow subsurface volatile occurrence that include occultation entry during orbits 644, 719, and 720, and occultation exit during orbits 355, 406, 407, 521, 719, and 720. Each corresponds to sites with the smoothest to intermediate surface roughness on Vesta and exhibit heightened subsurface \[H\] between 0.025 and 0.04% as observed by GRaND^[@CR17]^.

With regard to future landing and sample collection missions on asteroids^[@CR20]^, the observed variation of centimeter-to-decimeter-scale surface roughness across Vesta further emphasizes the importance of these opportunistic observations to be systematically carried out to support safe landing, proper anchoring, and optimized collection of potentially volatile-enriched samples. BSR observations constrain the spatial variability of surface roughness on small bodies and can thereby support safe trafficability---especially for equatorial regions as are observed on Vesta, which are frequently considered for landing and sampling return sites^[@CR20]^. While topographic maps derived from orbital observations provide first-order information about large-scale obstacles, high-resolution orbital BSR observations yield information about surface roughness at centimeter-to-decimeter scales that cannot be derived from Earth-based observations. On Vesta, no correlation is observed between topographic elevation and the distribution of surface roughness.

In summary, the orbital BSR experiment at asteroid Vesta emphasizes the importance of utilizing standard communications antennas aboard spacecraft to derive constraints on surface roughness at sub-topographic scales. In our future work, we will apply the same analysis to BSR observations of icy asteroid Ceres, the second target of the Dawn mission to understand potential subsurface volatile occurrence.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Experimental constraints and data selection {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------

During the BSR experiment at Vesta, the Dawn spacecraft's HGA was used to transmit telemetry data at X-band radar frequency (8.435 GHz, 3.55 cm wavelength) in RCP, while the three 70-m DSN antennas on Earth---at Goldstone (USA), Canberra (Australia) or Madrid (Spain)---were used to receive^[@CR22]^. The three receiving systems have the same measurement requirements in terms of noise temperature, antenna gain, pointing loss, and polarization loss as listed in Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. In two-way coherent downlink mode, Dawn's transmission frequency is driven by the DSN's uplink frequency and yields a Doppler stability (Δ*f/f*) of 10^−12^ over 60-s measurements, i.e., a frequency drift of \~0.0001 Hz s^−1^ ^[@CR1]^. In one-way or non-coherent downlink mode---used when the uplink signal is expected to be unavailable, such as the minutes preceding and following an occultation---the transmission frequency is driven by an onboard internal auxiliary oscillator with a maximum frequency drift of 0.05 Hz s^−1^ ^[@CR37]^. One-way downlink mode contains too much Doppler noise to be used for gravity science^[@CR23]^ but is sufficiently stable for BSR measurements since they are integrated over a much shorter timespan---a few seconds, as opposed to one minute for gravity science measurements---and because we are measuring the relative Doppler shift between the surface echo and direct signal, which are equally affected by slow Doppler changes.

Dawn's HGA was almost constantly pointed at ground stations on Earth for communication^[@CR1]^, so by continuously transmitting basic telemetry information, we had the opportunity to observe surface reflections of the radar signal just before and after each occultation of the Dawn spacecraft behind Vesta at highly oblique incident angles of \~89° as depicted in Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, similar to geometry of the BSR experiment at Mars by the Mars Global Surveyor^[@CR38]^. In order to analyze the resulting BSR data, we selected occultations that occurred specifically during Dawn's lowest-altitude mapping orbit (LAMO) around Vesta, and using the HGA to ensure the strongest observable surface echoes. During LAMO, there were 16 unique orbits during which an occultation occurred, and therefore 16 individual entries and 16 individual exits.

Out of these events, several were discarded based on the following criteria: (1) if the radar amplitude data files containing RCP and LCP were copies of each other; (2) if the direct (carrier) signal's power did not consistently exhibit 50 dB strength before or after its occultation; (3) if the surface echo was indistinguishable from the noise (i.e., \< \~3 dB); (4) if the window of occultation entry or exit was so brief that the signal disappeared faster than our temporal resolution (e.g., if the carrier dropped by 30 dB within a few seconds, and usually showed no indication of a measurable surface echo); (5) if the *δf* was too small to distinguish the surface echo's power from that of the carrier; or (6) if the surface echo occurs in a region of high topographic variability with respect to the incident HGA beam size, which is assessed below. In all, five entries and nine exits passed our criteria for analysis and measurement of *σ* (km^2^) and *σ/σ* ~max~ (dB). The following sections describe the method used to process and analyze the resulting BSR data. Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} summarizes the acquisition parameters of the BSR experiment.

Processing DSN BSR data {#Sec8}
-----------------------

Radio waves received by the DSN 70-meter antennas are recorded as amplitude (voltage) versus time, and are collected in two channels: RCP and LCP. Within each channel, amplitude data is recorded in two components, in-phase *I* and quadrature *Q*, which correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the complex voltage, respectively.

The raw modulated telemetry data collected at the DSN antenna is sampled at a rate of 16 kHz. In addition, a Doppler shift correction is applied to the X-band receiving frequency in order to counteract the calculated Doppler shift induced by Dawn's orbit around Vesta. However, the DSN utilizes a local oscillator to subtract the ephemeride Doppler shifting, and what persists is a low frequency component of error, which we observe is as much as 300 Hz. The offset frequency of the carrier signal is observed to decrease as the spacecraft moves further away from Earth during occultation entry---and as expected, increases as the spacecraft moves closer toward Earth after leaving occultation. Given that most of the BSR observations of occultations were conducted in one-way mode, the accuracy of the predicted receiving frequency was also diminished in the time leading up to and following these unique orbital geometries. Hence, when radar amplitude data is plotted against time, a change is observed in the overall envelope frequency of the sinusoidal amplitudes over the course of, for example, 1 min, during which the carrier signal may shift from 200 to 100 Hz. Notably, this frequency offset does not impact the relative Doppler shift between the surface echo and direct signal.

To seek surface echoes, the DSN *I*-and-*Q* amplitude time series data is converted into the frequency domain by taking the complex fast Fourier transform. The power frequency spectrum is generated in voltage-squared per Hz such that:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The duration *t* ~spec~ over which to generate each power spectrum is selected only after assessing the theoretical Doppler separation *δf* between the direct signal and any surface echoes, as this dictates the frequency resolution necessary to accurately distinguish each surface echo. Background noise is smoothed by averaging power spectra together, but surface-echo strength may be diminished in the process. The latter occurs when spectra are averaged over times that lack a surface-echo signal or while the echo has changed in frequency. The final parameters used to generate power spectra are outlined at the end of the following section.

Calculating the differential Doppler shift {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------

In order to verify the detection of surface reflections within BSR power spectra, the theoretical differential Doppler shift *δf* is calculated between the direct signal and grazing surface-reflected echoes, and compared with measured values. Theoretical *δf* is estimated from the known positions and line-of-sight velocities between (1) the Dawn spacecraft (D) at the time of transmission; (2) the center coordinate of the radar-illuminated surface on Vesta (Vpt) when the signal reaches the surface; and (3) the receiving antenna on Earth (E) after accounting for light travel time; each of which are extracted from the reconstructed trajectory of Dawn's orbit that is provided in SPICE ephemeride data^[@CR28]^.

For occultation entry during orbit 355, Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the instantaneous total velocities *v* of Dawn, the surface point of reflection on Vesta (hereafter referred to as "the echo site" or "the site"), and the receiving antenna on Earth within the bistatic plane---defined as the plane containing all three bodies at a given moment^[@CR12]^. All positions and velocities of D, Vpt and E are obtained with respect to Vesta's inertial frame of reference, such that the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is Vesta's center of gravity and Vesta's equator defines the *xy*-plane. The individual components of each body's instantaneous velocity is listed in Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for occultation entry during orbit 355, where each velocity *v* ~A~ is given in m s^-1^ along the line of sight with respect to the position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\it v_{\rm{D}}}{\hat r_{{\rm{Vp\it t}}}}$$\end{document}$ = −82.2 m s^−1^ (column 2, row 4) indicates that Dawn is traveling away from the echo site at a speed of 82.2 m s^−1^.

The differential Doppler shift *δf* between the surface echo and direct signal is calculated by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta f = \Delta {f_{{\rm{echo}}}} - \Delta {f_{{\rm{direct}}}}$$\end{document}$$where the absolute Doppler shift Δ*f* of the direct signal or surface echo depends on the relative velocity of the transmitting and receiving bodies along their line of sight as described by Simpson^[@CR27]^. Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the mathematical definition and calculation of individual contributions to the total theoretical differential Doppler shift (*δf* ~total~) between the surface echo and direct signal, which are the result of motions along the line of sight between Dawn and Earth (column 1), Dawn's orbital motion around Vesta (column 2), and Vesta's rotation (column 3).

The absolute Doppler shift of the direct signal Δ*f* ~direct~ is first calculated from the combination of Dawn's instantaneous line-of-sight velocity toward the receiving antenna on Earth ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${v_{{\rm{Vp\it t}}}}{\hat r_{\rm{E}}}$$\end{document}$ and their difference from Δ*f* ~direct~. The combined Doppler shift contributions of *δf* ~orbit~ and *δf* ~rotation~ yield the total theoretical *δf* ~total~, which is calculated to range from \~2 Hz, as listed in Supplementary Table [3,](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} to as much as 20 Hz when considering uncertainties in spacecraft position and Vesta's rotational velocity (detailed further below in our error analysis). Hence, the surface echo during occultation entry of orbit 355 is calculated to have a frequency shift that ranges from \~2 to 20 Hz higher or lower than that of the received direct signal.

This calculation confirms that in the configuration of grazing incidence during occultation observations of Vesta by Dawn, and due to the spacecraft's low orbital velocity of 200 m s^−1^, the frequency separation *δf* between surface echoes and the direct signal will be small. Higher frequency spectral resolution is therefore necessary to distinguish the Doppler-shifted surface echoes from the direct signal at Vesta. However, this requires longer integration time of the observation. We chose 2.5-s integration time to obtain a frequency spectral resolution of \~0.4 Hz as a tradeoff between SNR, frequency drift and resolution. Our final frequency spectral analysis averages two 2.5-s looks, and repeats this calculation shifting the start time of the averaging by 1 s. The resulting spectra are exemplified for occultation entry and exit during orbit 355 in Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, which shows the power received in both RCP (reproduced from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and in LCP.

Calculating the radar cross section at high incidence {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the surface's geophysical properties that contribute to the observed surface echoes, the radar cross section *σ* of Vesta's surface is calculated in m^2^ from the BSR equation^[@CR12]^. This parameter is defined as the effective surface area that isotropically scatters the same amount of power as the echo site on Vesta, such that larger values of *σ* are associated with stronger surface echoes. Assuming (1) each echo site has approximately the same surface area illuminated by radar and (2) are observed at the same geometry (89° incidence), relative differences in *σ* imply differences in geophysical properties of the surface.

The latter assumption is supported by excluding surface echoes that occurred in regions of high topographic variability with respect to the incident HGA beam diameter, where the illuminated surface area is estimated using a first-order spherical approximation to Vesta's surface. Notably, this approximation excludes the effects of shadowing and diffraction, which are difficult to quantify at grazing incidence, and does not account for deviations of Vesta's shape from the sphere within the large area illuminated by the HGA beam. Our first-order estimation yields an elongated radar footprint of \~51 km along the line of sight between Dawn's HGA and Earth's receiving antenna, and \~11 km in diameter perpendicular to the line-of-sight. Topographic variability is assessed by calculating the root-mean-square height *h* ~rms~ using elevations from Vesta's digital terrain model^[@CR39]^ within an 11.5° by 11.5° grid (\~51 × 51 km) centered on each echo site's coordinates, and must be sufficiently smaller than the incident 11-km beam diameter. Calculated *h* ~rms~ range from 0.002 to 0.13 km. All but one echo site had *h* ~rms~ \< 0.11 km (i.e., topographic variability of 1% of the incident beam diameter). The echo site of occultation entry during orbit 377 exceeded this criteria and is therefore excluded from the following analyses.

Since HGA transmissions are measured continuously throughout the minutes that precede and follow an occultation of the spacecraft behind Vesta, only engineering data is included in the raw telemetry, and DSN receiver calibration measurements are not included with the raw radar data set. Because the BSR data are not calibrated in absolute voltage, calculating *σ* therefore requires calibrating the measured power to a known reference. This is made possible by calculating the theoretical received power of the direct signal *P* ~r\ dir\|calc~ in watts, and comparing with measured received power *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ in data units. *P* ~r\ dir\|calc~ is calculated from the one-way radar equation and depends on the transmitted power *P* ~t~, gain of the transmitting *G* ~t~ and receiving *G* ~r~ antennas, the distance *R* ~DE~ between the transmitter aboard Dawn and the receiving antenna on Earth, and summed losses *L*. The one-way radar equation for *P* ~r\ dir\|calc~ (W) is then as follows^[@CR12]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${P} {_{{\rm{r}} \,{\rm{dir|calc}}}} = \frac{{{P_{\rm{t}}}{G_{\rm{t}}}{G_{\rm{r}}}{\lambda ^2}}}{{{{\left( {4\pi {R_{{\rm{DE}}}}} \right)}^2}L}}$$\end{document}$$where the nominal range of each parameter---except for time-dependent *R* ~DE~---is provided in Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Note that losses contributed by the DSN 70-m antennas are published in the telecommunications parameters of the Deep Space 1 mission^[@CR40]^.

*P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ is evaluated by measuring the area under the curve in non-logarithmic units during a time when the direct signal is not obstructed by Vesta. Since the data is discrete, *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ is the sum of the power in each frequency bin multiplied by the width of each frequency bin (subtracted by the noise power in the same bandwidth):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${P_{{\rm{r}}\,{\rm{dir|meas}}}} = \left( {{\sum} {{P_{\rm{i}}} \cdot \Delta {f_{{\rm{step}}}}} } \right) - \overline {{P_{\rm{N}}}} \cdot {f_{{\rm{BW}}}}$$\end{document}$$where frequency step Δ*f* ~step~ is the spectral resolution of \~0.4 Hz, as previously determined when calculating the differential Doppler shift; *P* ~i~ is the non-logarithmic power in data units of each discrete point measured within a 10-Hz bandwidth (*f* ~BW~) of the direct signal peak; and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma _{\left( {{{\rm{m}}^{\rm{2}}}} \right)}} = \frac{{{{\left( {4\pi } \right)}^3}{R_{\rm{t}}}^2{R_{\rm{r}}}^2L}}{{{G_{\rm{t}}}{G_{\rm{r}}}{\lambda ^2}}}\left( {\frac{{{P_{{\rm{r}}\,{\rm{echo}}|{\rm{meas}}}}}}{{\left( {1 - {X_{{{\rm{P}}_{\rm{t}}}}}} \right){P_{\rm{t}}}}}} \right)$$\end{document}$$where *X* ~Pt~ is the fraction of incident power that has been reduced due to partial obstruction of the HGA beam by Vesta's surface, and *P* ~r\ echo\|meas~(W) =*P* ~r\ echo\|meas~(Data Units) × *C* ~ToWatts~. By measuring the received direct signal *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ at a time close to each measured surface echo---10 s before a given occultation entry, and 10 s after an occultation exit---we minimize variations in the transmitting and receiving system characteristics, including changes in the HGA's pointing accuracy, and potential differences in DSN receiver losses due to the use of different receiving stations with different system temperatures and atmospheric conditions. Hence, the measurement of the radar cross section *σ* (m^2^) becomes independent of *P* ~t~, *G* ~t~, *G* ~r~, *L* and *λ*, such that:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma _{\left( {{{\rm{m}}^{\rm{2}}}} \right)}} = \frac{{{{\left( {4\pi } \right)}^3}R_{{\rm{DVpt}}}^2R_{{\rm{EVpt}}}^2}}{{\left( {1 - {X_{{{\rm{P}}_{\rm{t}}}}}} \right)R_{{\rm{DE}}}^2}}\left( {\frac{{{P_{{\rm{r}}\,{\rm{echo|meas}}}}}}{{{P_{{\rm{r}}\,{\rm{dir|meas}}}}}}} \right)$$\end{document}$$where *R* ~DVpt~ is the distance between the transmitter aboard Dawn and the echo site on Vesta's surface at the time of the observed surface echo; *R* ~EVpt~ is the distance between the receiving antenna on Earth and the echo site at the time of the observed surface echo; and *R* ~DE~ is the distance between Dawn's HGA and the receiver on Earth at the time when *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ is measured (10 s before occultation entries, and 10 s after occultation exits).

Typically, the radar cross section is then normalized to the areal extent illuminated by the radar (*σ* ^0^), and is reported in regime of diffuse backscatter due to the use of Earth-based radar antennas as both transmitter and receiver for many observations (e.g., ref. ^[@CR29]^)---where at increasingly high angles of incidence, the diffuse component of radar backscatter dominates the received signal^[@CR14]^. BSR observations at Vesta are conducted in the forward scatter regime, however, whereby radar waves predominantly scatter in the forward direction and almost entirely within the plane of incidence^[@CR12]^. In this regime, the polarization of a circularly transmitted wave is also conserved in major part even after reflection from the target's surface^[@CR25]^. Dawn's measurements of *σ* ^0^ on Vesta's surface are therefore not directly comparable with those observed in the backscatter regime on other planetary bodies.

While the lack of comparability might be overcome by deriving surface roughness from *σ* ^0^, two sources of uncertainty remain: (1) the absolute surface area contributing to forward-scattered surface echoes is difficult to quantify due to the effects of shadowing and multiple scattering that become important at such high, grazing incidence^[@CR38]^; and (2) there is no appropriate scattering model to address the impact of wavelength-scale surface roughness on radar reflections at grazing angles of incidence approaching 90°^[@CR41]^.

Instead, we calculate relative *σ* across Vesta's surface with respect to the strongest observed surface reflection *σ* ~max~ by measuring *σ* when the direct signal is \~25 dB above the noise level for all surface echoes, and employ the assumption that the illuminated surface area is approximately equal for each site. Since incident power is also assumed equal for all surface echoes (and therefore *X* ~Pt~ assumed constant for Equations [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""} and [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), we estimate that at least 50% of the HGA beam is obscured behind Vesta's surface (*X* ~Pt~ = 0.5) and report *σ* (km^2^) as a lower limit for each echo site.

Under the above assumptions of equal incident power and equal surface area illuminated at 89° incidence, the relative strengths of surface echo reflections (*σ/σ* ~max~) can then be attributed to differences in the relative reflectivity of the surface material itself or variations in the roughness of the surface at the scale of the radar wavelength^[@CR14],\ [@CR26]^. Potentially greater obstruction of the incident power would result in an increase of *σ* (km^2^), but assuming equal obstruction for all surface echoes, this does not change the relative radar cross section (*σ/σ* ~max~).

Uncertainty in the differential Doppler shift {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------

The primary sources of uncertainty in theoretical *δf* include the positions and velocities of (1) the spacecraft and (2) the radar-illuminated surface echo site on Vesta as listed in Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. We assume that uncertainty in the position and velocity of Earth is negligible at such distances. For a given parameter *Y* ± Δ*Y* that depends on multiple variables *X* ~i~ ± (Δ*X*)~i~, we calculate Δ*Y* by summing in quadrature the partial derivative of each contributing variable (*∂X* ~i~ */∂Y*) multiplied by its uncertainty (Δ*X*)~i~.

The position of the Dawn spacecraft is provided in Cartesian coordinates from SPICE ephemerides with an uncertainty of ± 3 m in the radial, along-track and cross-track directions from the reconstructed trajectory of LAMO^[@CR28]^, while the error in the position of the echo site on Vesta's surface is calculated from (1) uncertainty in the radius of the echo site from Vesta's center ± \~0.5 km---due to topography within the large surface area illuminated by the HGA beam at grazing incidence---and (2) uncertainty in the latitude and longitude of the echo site center by ± \~0.2°. Uncertainties in the geodetic coordinates of the echo site are then converted to Cartesian coordinates at a height above or below a reference triaxial ellipsoid---which is defined using the best-fit ellipsoid derived from Hubble light-curve observations of Vesta, where *R* ~x~ = 289 km, *R* ~y~ = 280 km and *R* ~z~ = 229 km^[@CR28],\ [@CR42]^. Uncertainties in the *x*, *y* and *z* coordinates of the echo site for occultation entry of orbit 355 are on the order of \~0.7 km for the occultation entry of orbit 355.

With regard to spacecraft velocity, the SPICE ephemerides containing Dawn's state vector were released by the optical navigation team in 2012^[@CR28]^ before the peer-reviewed publication of Vesta's gravitational solution in 2014^[@CR11]^. Hence, Dawn's reconstructed trajectory does not include variations in orbital velocity due to the heterogeneous gravity field that exhibits accelerations between −1000 mGal and +2000 mGal (−1 cm s^−2^ and +2 cm s^−2^) relative to the homogeneous model^[@CR11]^. Since each frequency spectrum produced in our BSR analysis is averaged over 5-s observations, unpredicted gravitational accelerations contribute --5 to +10 cm s^−1^ uncertainty in Dawn's velocity vector.

The rotational velocity of the echo site on Vesta's surface depends on the distance of the site from Vesta's center and the rotation period, the latter of which is known to high precision^[@CR11]^. Given the large extent of surface area illuminated by the HGA beam on Vesta, we use the radius at the center of the echo site to calculate a representative rotational velocity. During occultation entry of orbit 355, uncertainty of ± 0.5 km in the radius yields an uncertainty of ± 16 cm s^−1^ in the echo site's rotational velocity.

Using the above-derived uncertainties in the positions and velocities of each body, we calculate the propagation of error into each line-of-sight velocity between Dawn, the surface echo site on Vesta, and the antenna on Earth that contribute to the calculation of theoretical *δf*. Uncertainty in the velocity of body A projected along the line of site with body B ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\it v_{\rm{A}}}{\hat r_{\rm{B}}}$$\end{document}$) is calculated from the propagation of error in (1) the velocity vector of A, (2) the position of A, and (3) the position of B. Hence, the theoretical differential Doppler shift is calculated to range between \~2 and 20 Hz, and is consistent the observed *δf* of --12 Hz (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for the surface echo measured during orbit 355, occultation entry.

Uncertainty in the absolute and relative radar cross section {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------------------------

The primary sources of uncertainty in the radar cross section include (1) HGA pointing error, (2) uncertainty in the measurement of received power, (3) uncertainty in the position of the Dawn spacecraft, and (4) uncertainty in the position of the echo site center---where the latter two uncertainties have been previously quantified above.

When outside of occultation, the measured power received from the direct signal *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ varies as a result of HGA antenna pointing inaccuracy due to unpredicted uneven gravitational torques on the spacecraft's large solar panels while in Vesta's microgravity environment^[@CR43]^. The spacecraft's reaction wheels are used to counteract accumulated spacecraft pointing errors, but one of the four wheels failed prior to Dawn's arrival at Vesta^[@CR43]^. Furthermore, corrections only occurred once every 1-3 days during LAMO, such that antenna pointing error increased steadily from zero to \~0.4° between corrections, and even exceeded 1.0° on a few occasions^[@CR43]^. To quantify fluctuations in the direct signal power on the order of tens of seconds near the time of each surface echo observation, we measure the variation of *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ over 30 s preceding an occultation entry (and over 30 s following an occultation exit). We find that *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ varies less than ±2% for 11 of the 14 occultation observations but as much as ±8% before occultation entry of orbit 719.

The standard error in the measurement of *P* ~r\ echo\|meas~ and *P* ~r\ dir\|meas~ are quantified by deviations of noise power from the mean. We compute the standard deviation of noise in a given spectrum over frequencies where no signal is present (from −6 to −1 kHz and from 1 to 6 kHz), and find that the standard deviation of a given spectrum ranges from \~0.14 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Together, the above errors in HGA antenna pointing, measurement of received power, spacecraft position and echo site position amount to uncertainties in *σ* (km^2^) that range from 1% to 10% depending on the surface echo---see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Subsequent error in the relative radar cross section (*σ/σ* ~max~) range from zero dB for the strongest surface echo reflection to ± 0.5 dB for the weakest surface echo reflection.

Data availability {#Sec13}
-----------------

Raw telemetry data from Dawn's orbital BSR experiment at Vesta were generated from receiver output at stations of the NASA DSN and are managed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology. The unprocessed time-domain BSR amplitude data used in this study are available upon request from the corresponding author.
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